ABSTRACT. The aim of the present paper is to characterize prime numbers of the form n = x 2 + (x + 1) 2 and to obtain certain proper divisors of composite numbers of the same form, i.e. divisors d of n such that 1 < d < n.
Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to characterize prime numbers of the form n = x 2 + (x + 1) 2 and to obtain certain proper divisors of composite numbers of the same form, i.e. divisors d of n such that 1 < d < n. All composite numbers of this form are obtained recursively as in [2] . The paper ends with a table of composite numbers n of the above form together with several of their proper divisors of type d 1 and d 2 as defined in our Theorem 6. and n (ad + bc). Consequently, the numbers (n, ac + bd) and (n, ad + bc) are proper divisors of n. P r o o f. It is easily seen that (ac + bd)(ad + bc) = n(ab + cd). Thus n | (ac + bd)(ad + bc).
Also the following hold true:
From (1) and (3) we obtain: n > ad + bc because ac − bd > 0. Hence
From (2) and (3) we obtain: n > ac + bd because ad − bc > 0. Hence
The proof ends by using Lemma 1. Ì ÓÖ Ñ 3º Consider the Diophantine equation
Remarkº
Moreover, the following are equivalent:
2 . Then the following are equivalent:
and so Y > k+1. Thus, according to Theorem 3, the number n is composite. 
= the mth triangular number, where m > 1.
Then n is composite. In fact;
2 .
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Let d i = (n, n i ) for i = 1, 2. We distinguish two cases: Case 1 : m = even. Then
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